GUARDIAN INVISIBLE RETAINERS
ADVANCED SMILE PROTECTION
The GUARDIAN™ Invisible Retainer system is the most efficient way to protect
your patients’ beautiful smiles, while generating new revenue for your practice.
Specialty Appliances’ process leverages the latest 3D digital technology to
produce a consistently precise fit, and allow you to deliver Invisible Retainers
at the debonding appointment, saving you and your patients valuable time. It
also means that when patients inevitably lose or damage their retainers, you
can keep them retained without taking more impressions. Simple. Intuitive.
Repeatable. That’s what GUARDIAN is all about.

HOW IT WORKS
DIGITIZE/DESIGN

Send an impression or digital scan taken one
visit prior to debonding to Specialty Appliances.
The lab’s advanced CAD technology can
digitally remove appliances and design the
patient model and retainers. If requested, minor
anterior refinement can be built into the retainers
for a minimal fee.

PRODUCE

GUARDIAN’s sturdy models are fabricated
using the latest 3D printing technology for
maximum precision and consistency. Digital
models are archived in case future retainers are
needed without the need for new impressions.

DELIVER

Place retainers at the debonding appointment to
ensure proper fit. The Patient Kit includes multiple
sets of GUARDIAN Invisible Retainers as well as
a printed 3D model in case the patient needs a
replacement made.

“

With Guardian, I don’t waste time with retainer
appointments or tedious minor refinements. My
patients get everything they need when appliances
come off, even their fixed lingual bar. Nothing

”

could be more efficient.

– Dr. Bob Waugh, Athens GA

SIGNATURE BENEFITS

ENHANCED OPTIONS

SAME-DAY DELIVERY

Save schedule time and reduce risk of
unwanted movement by delivering retainers
at the debonding appointment. Also
available with Fixed Lingual Retention.

REPLACE WITHOUT IMPRESSIONS
GUARDIAN includes replacement retainers
for patients, and provides a durable printed
model for multiple suck-downs without
new impressions.

MINOR ANTERIOR REFINEMENT

FINISHING EFFICIENCY

 inor anterior adjustments can be designed
M
into GUARDIAN Invisible Retainers, eliminating
costly and unpredictable finishing bends.

FIXED LINGUAL RETAINER

PROVEN SYSTEM

Offering the GUARDIAN Invisible Retainer
system can be a new revenue source for
your practice.

EMBEDDED PONTICS

TO SUBMIT YOUR CASE
OR FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL 800.522.4636 OR VISIT
WWW.SPECIALTYAPPLIANCES.COM
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